MCPM

®

MASTER CONSTRUCTION
PROJECT MANAGER

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
This Chartered Certification Master Construction Project
Manager (MCPM) Program is designed to facilitate a
framework for providing management counsel to
clients, institutions in the public and private sector.
Candidates will incorporate the informational fabric
from the core curriculum and become open to examples
of comprehension in their technical expertise and
experience in global human resources consulting roles
to organizations.

PROGRAM OUTLINE
Day One
•
•

•

•

PARTICIPANTS
This Program is designed for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Construction Managers, Executives and Professionals
Engineers
Project Managers
Contractors and Real Estate Executives
Professional Consultants
Architects
Safety Professionals
Facility Managers
Sustainable Developers

Introduction
Construction Project Participants: the main
participants in a construction project and the
roles they play
Organizational Structures: roles of design
and construction firms, with reference to their
similarities and differences in organizational
structure
Project Chronology: review and explore the
phases and stages and the actions involved
with the delivery of a construction project

Day Two
•
•

•

Project Chronology
Construction and Closeout: examine the work
that is carried out on the site and the
importance of each aspect before bringing the
project to a formal closure
Sustainability Modelling with the BSSM:
focus on the ability to deliver a project with an
eye on sustainable development and a look
towards the future

Day Three

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
The Certification affords individuals the opportunity to
obtain substantive industry documentation attesting to
their knowledge, and skills. It recognizes individual
abilities and provides the certification necessary, that
allows seasoned Construction Manager(s) recognition in
the following core industry areas:

•
•

•
•

Project Planning:
Construction Scheduling: planning for
success and then how to schedule the work
efficiently
Project Controls: monitoring and controlling
of that work to assure a greater chance of
timely delivery
Construction Costs

•

Field project management, running the project from
the field, ensuring accountability of corporate assets.

Day Four

•

Time management, coordinating resources sufficient
for the tasks at hand.

•
•
•

TRAINING APPROACH
This 4-day Program is delivered using “blended learning.”
It involves lecturing, highly intensive case study/role
playing reviews, team interaction and feedback, and
one-on-one coaching from the facilitator.

•

Construction Quality
Job Site Administration: the communication,
information management and reporting
requirements of the project
Construction Safety: the health, safety and
environmental aspects of delivering a
construction project
Client Relations

CERTIFICATION EXAM

MARK REESON

EXPERT TRAINER

Mark Reeson is a valuable asset within any organisation and has been used extensively
on specialist and consultative roles with project management and project management
training. He has been involved since 1984 within the Project Management industry,
having started his career in the Royal Air Force before working and delivering projects in
the nuclear, public and private sector and the international sporting field. Founder of M
R Project Solutions Limited, he has over the past years been engaged with various clients
working on the improvement and development of the project management delivery. His
involvement is in the form of bespoke learning experiences as an SME in the project
management area, writing methodologies for organisations, creating and maintaining
project management offices or entering companies to improve their efficiencies within
their work streams and to assist with their effective delivery of projects.
Mark has been especially successful recently working with the Saudi Eastern Province Government,
developing a new approach to the 20 municipal regions for their construction and infrastructure projects in
Saudi Arabia. A published article author in national and international project publications, Mark has been
recognised as a specialist trainer and consultant in his discipline, thanks to his professional titles,
memberships and accreditations as Licence of City & Guilds in Project Management, Fellow of Association of
Project Management, Certified Project Consultant, and Change Management Practitioner.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
& ETHICS
This Program also focuses on aspects related to
sustainable development and ethics, by:

•

Maintaining project integrity, ensuring corresponding
specifications are followed and changes to any and all
approved plans receive prior authorization.

•

Reporting safety violations, diligently investigate any
and all safety violations, ensuring that they meet
corporate standards.

AAPM, CEC, UBT
CERTIFICATION BENEFITS
•

•
•

•

Assuring the role as a supervisor, providing oversight
of the entire project, ensure that violations are
reported, in accordance with corporate policies and
procedures.

CERTIFICATION EXAMINATION

•
•
•
•
•
•

Program success is valid by full attendance as well as the
passing grade of 70% or higher on the final two-hour
Certification Exam, demonstrating that the delegate has •
successfully learned, retained, and can utilize the Program
knowledge.
The final Chartered Certificate is awarded by AAPM, UBT,
and CEC.

Gain recognition from AAPM Global International Board
of Standards
Use of AAPM ® Board Certified Designations after your
name on your Business Card and on your Promotional
Materials
Earn and Use the designations online professionally that
illuminate your graduate education, hard work,
accredited education, and specializations
Protect your job with an independent, recognized and
global society and authority
Digital Competitiveness: add AAPM ® to your Online
Resume & Improve your image and salary potential
Handsome Membership and Certification Documents
suitable for framing shipped to you
Use of AAPM ® Member CEC Job Tools and Job Board
Use of AAPM ® Research, Publications and Web Tools
Ability to be listed on AAPM ® employment certification
verification web registry and possibly become a
committee member
Possibility to earn further AAPM ® graduate certification
or charter in areas of: Quality, Service/Process, HR,
Marketing, and Planning

ABOUT AAPM
The American Academy of Project Management
(AAPM) is world recognized, an independent Board of
Standards and Accreditation Council for professionals
with members in +150 countries offering exclusive
certifications to candidates who meet the highest
standards and assessment. AAPM is a global selfregulatory organization and in alliance with the top
800 accredited business school programs globally.

CEC, King Road Tower, 27th Floor,
Jeddah

The AAPM International Board of Standards is a
member of the ACBSP, AACSB, ICE, ANSI, NOCA,
AABFS and is referenced by The United Nations,
FINRA, US Department of Labor, Investopedia Forbes
Dictionary.
AAPM Accreditation Certification Standards Board is
TUV-OE Accredited in Europe and ISO 9001 Certified
for Quality and ISO 29990 Certified for International
Educational Training Standards. The IBS Board of
Standards is Approved and Sanctioned by the Arab
Academy for over 20 Arab Nations, and is also a
founding member of the quality assurance standards
memorandum of the CHEA International Quality
Group.
AAPM Certifications are also recognized by the India
Academy, Latin Consortium, and the African Economist
Association.

ABOUT UBT CEC
The Continuing Education Center (CEC) of the University
of Business and Technology (UBT) is a leading
international training institute for professionals and
executives in career development and in various fields
of business and management. Based in Jeddah, UBT is
the first university dedicated to business and technology
studies in Saudi Arabia.
Where knowledge is power, CEC aims to up-grade and
up-date the know-how and expertise of those
employees with respect to their various profiles,
positions, career evolution and challenges.

CONTACT CEC
Telephone: +966 (0)126929028

Mobile: +966 (0)550740067

Email: cec@ubt.edu.sa

Web: cec.ubt.edu.sa

